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SINGLE WIRE KITS
Professional Two Way Radio Accessories

1SM

Regalis Jnr
The model 1SM covert microphone
works on bone conduction
technology. With the same style of
PTT used on our 2PR and other
single wire kits, it has great tactile feel
and will last a lifetime. The ear
microphone has a combined
speaker and microphone that works
from the ear canal, no batteries are
required. This is great for covert
applications where only a whisper
needs to be clearly heard.

1WX

RAPTOR
one
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D Ear Hook with Lapel
p Mic.
The model 2DH utilizes the popular
D Hook style of ear hook that is
combined with our proven Inline
PTT/Microphone assembly and
polyurethane cable for many years of
trouble free service.
2PR

2DH

Ear Bud with Lapel Mic.
The model 3PR is based on the
extremely popular and widely
accepted mobile phone style of
accessory. This is the same as the
2PR ear hook single wire kit
accessory, but with an ear bud in
place of the ear hook.
3PR

Ear Hook with Lapel
p Mic.
The model 2PR is based on the
extremely popular and widely
accepted mobile phone style of
accessory. Although we have
designed this product with the radio
user in mind. Heavy duty
polyurethane cable is used
throughout, all cable entries are
relieved and a large rubber PTT
button is used for superior feel and
reliability. This is still our most popular,
but more heavy duty.

On The Ear Hook with Lapel Mic.
The model 9MR uses an On-TheEar hanger type ear hook speaker
with large foam cover for on the ear
use. Heavy duty polyurethane cable
is used throughout, all cable entries
are relieved and a large rubber PTT
button is used for superior feel and
reliability.
9MR

Contact Your Local Dealer:

radio accessories

Raptor One
The model 1WX is an single wire kit
that utilizes our Elite Air Tube system
that is like no other. The audio
delivered to the ear is second to
none. The PTT/Microphone
assembly is the same as used on our
ever popular 2PR accessory which
has proven to be a very popular and
reliable unit. Our new shielded
polyurethane cable is used
throughout to offer years of trouble
free service.

